Sale price for in stock items only. Quantities are limited.

Bostitch Powercrown Hammer Tacker
X-14 Mold and Mildew Stain
Remover

$39.99
Normally $44.99

$3.99
Our everyday low price!

Bostitch Powercrown™ Hammer tacker with holster a die-cast frame
hardened steel components to offer durability and with tool-free
fame removal and a quick load magazine is convenient and easy to
use.

X-14® mildew stain remover works without
scrubbing. It's been proven to remove mildew
stains faster and more completely than competitors. Use it on sealed grout, tile, vinyl and plastic surfaces. X-14 is
also great for use on any hard surface where mildew stains might
form in the bathroom, kitchen, on campers, boats and more.

Masterlock Resettable
Combination Padlock

Stanley 16’ Measuring
Tape

$16.99

$7.99

Normally $22.29

Normally $9.99

The Master Lock Number 175D Set Your Own Combination Padlock
features a 2 in (51 mm) wide solid body for strength and reliability.
The 5/16 in (8 mm) diameter shackle is 1 in (25 mm) long and made
of hardened steel, offering extra resistance to cutting and sawing.
The 4-digit dialing allows for thousands of possible numeric combinations. The Limited Lifetime Warranty provides peace of mind from a
brand you can trust.

The PowerLock® 16 ft tape measure has the features you need for
accurate inside and outside measurements. A blade-locking mechanism holds the tape measure in place so it wont creep.

Select Delta and Peerless Plumbing Fixtures

35% Off!
See the sale table by the register in our Camden store.
Selection includes kitchen and vanity faucets as well as
bathtub and shower faucets.

Taylor 3” Meat
Thermometer

Razor-Back 23” Steel Leaf Rake

$19.99
Normally $25.99

$4.99
Normally $6.99

The Razor-Back 24-tine steel leaf rake
is used for clearing leaves and debris
Slow and steady temperature monitoring for the best, juiciest refrom lawns. The flexible steel tines
sults. This leave-in meat thermometer with glass lens is safe to be
will pull out thatch for a healthier
left in the oven or grill during use. With it's easy-to-read 3 in dial and lawn. The steel head is bolted to the
printed roasting temperature guide (USDA standards) this thermom- handle for a secure connection while
eter will help with perfectly cooked meals every time. TAYLOR®'s
raking.
history of highly accurate temperature readings won't let you down.
This thermometer has a scale from 120 to 200 deg F.

IPG 2” x 60 yd General
Purpose Duct Tape

Tub O’Towels Heavy Duty Cleaning Wipes

$6.99

$4.99

Normally $8.89

Normally $8.59

When the solution seems improbable, IPG® 's full line of duct tapes
will satisfy any one of the tape's millions of uses. Whether the job
requires heavy-duty or general-purpose strength, a neutral silver or
colored surface or a temporary or permanent hold, IPG's duct tape
is the solution for holding it, fastening it, securing it, sealing it, binding it or bundling it.

Industrial-strength formula removes grease, tar,
ink, paint and many other tough messes on
hands and most surfaces. For the broadest
range of heavy-duty cleaning wipe power with a
soft touch on human hands, you want Tub
O'Towels heavy-duty, the original formula. You
are sure to find thousands of uses for these
heavy-duty wipes from your car, to your bike,
boat, home, outdoor spaces and just about anything.

Assorted home audio, video accessories!

50% off!!
Selection includes many common home A/V and telephone accessories. Phone cords, HDMI cables, coaxial
cables, remote controls, telephones, HD antennas, television mounts and much more! Come into our Camden
store and check it out.

